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Description 

BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION 

5  The  present  invention  relates  to  an  apparatus  for  reading  DX  bar  codes  and  frame  number  bar  codes 
side-printed  on  a  photographic  film. 

DX  bar  codes  representative  of  a  film  type  (maker  and  film  sensitivity)  are  printed  in  the  form  of  latent 
image  on  the  side  portion  of  a  negative  film,  e.g.  of  135  type,  the  DX  bar  codes  being  made  visible  upon 
development  process.  The  DX  bar  code  is  constructed  of  a  clock  track  used  for  reading  timings,  and  a  data 

io  track  on  which  data  are  recorded,  both  tracks  being  printed  in  juxtaposed  arrangement  on  the  negative  film. 
The  DX  bar  code  is  read  with  a  bar  code  sensor  unit  at  the  time  of  printing  or  at  the  time  of  inspecting  the 
quality  (color  balance  and  density)  of  frame  image.  The  read-out  film  type  data  are  used  in  calculating  the 
exposure  amount  for  printing. 

It  is  also  known  that  a  frame  number  bar  code  representative  of  a  frame  number  is  printed  at  the  side  of 
75  a  photographic  film.  The  frame  number  bar  code  is  used,  e.g.,  for  searching  the  frame  ordered  to  obtain 

additional  prints  thereof  and  automatically  setting  it  at  the  print  stage  of  a  printer,  for  recording  a  frame 
number  on  some  area  of  the  print  to  dispense  with  the  comparison  work  between  a  print  and  the  frame,  and 
for  other  objects. 

Side-printing  both  DX  bar  codes  and  frame  number  bar  code  on  a  photographic  film  necessiates  a  use 
20  of  different  types  of  bar  codes  to  allow  discrimination  therebetween.  Moreover,  it  becomes  necessary  to  use 

two  bar  code  sensor  units  dedicated  to  each  of  the  two  types  of  bar  codes  and  mounted  on  a  film  carrier  at 
both  the  sides  of  a  film  passage.  However,  it  becomes  necessary  to  set  the  film  on  the  film  carrier  in  a 
predetermined  direction  either  with  a  smallest  frame  number  at  the  start  position  or  with  a  largest  frame 
number  at  the  start  position.  If  a  film  is  set  in  the  wrong  direction,  both  the  DX  bar  codes  and  frame  number 

25  bar  codes  cannot  be  correctly  read.  Also,  if  a  film  is  set  upside  down  at  the  film  carrier,  the  bar  codes 
cannot  be  reda  correctly  and  a  photograph  printed  from  the  rear  side  is  produced,  thus  resulting  in  loss  of 
material  and  work  time. 

A  photographic  film  is  liable  to  vibrations  in  the  film  feeding  direction  due  to  backlash  in  a  film  feeding 
mechanism,  resulting  in  double  reading  a  same  bar  or  a  space  of  a  bar  code.  Apart  from  the  above,  even  if 

30  a  read  error  occurs  for  a  DX  bar  code,  the  following  same  DX  bar  code  side-printed  at  equal  intervals  on 
film  may  be  read,  thus  posing  no  problem.  However,  only  one  frame  number  bar  code  is  present  for  each 
particular  frame  so  that  if  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  erroneously  reads  the  frame  number,  then  the 
erroneously  read  number  of  the  frame  when  set  at  the  point  stage  cannot  be  identified. 

US-A-4  514  641  discloses  the  use  of  two  optical  detectors,  mounted  at  opposite  sides  of  a  passage  of 
35  photographic  film.  Each  of  these  detectors  comprises  two  photosensor  elements,  which  are  arranged 

parallel  to  the  direction  in  which  the  film  is  moved.  The  photosensor  elements  are  used  for  detecting  frame 
marks  and  group  marks  on  the  photographic  film.  US-A-4  659  213  discloses  a  photographic  printer  in  which 
image  and  marginal  information,  such  as  a  DX  code,  are  detected.  Furthermore,  means  for  detecting  the 
orientation  of  the  film  in  a  carrier  and  warning  means  are  also  disclosed. 

40 
Object  of  the  Invention 

It  is  a  principal  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  bar  code  reading  apparatus  capable  of 
reading  both  DX  bar  codes  and  frame  number  bar  codes  regardless  of  the  direction  of  a  photographic  film 

45  set  at  the  film  carrier. 
It  is  another  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  bar  code  reading  apparatus  free  from  double 

reading  the  same  bar  or  space  of  a  bar  code  even  upon  occurrence  of  vibration  in  a  photographic  film 
feeding  mechanism. 

It  is  a  further  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  bar  code  reading  apparatus  for  a  photographic 
50  film  capable  of  identifying  the  number  of  a  frame  positioned  at  the  print  stage,  even  if  a  read  error  occurs, 

based  on  the  read-out  frame  number  bar  code  of  the  preceding  frame. 
It  is  a  still  further  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  bar  code  reading  apparatus  capable  of 

determining  the  setting  conditions  of  a  photographic  film  based  on  the  position  and  direction  of  a  read-out 
bar  code. 

55  It  is  a  further  object  of  the  present  invention  to  provide  a  bar  code  reading  apparatus  capable  of  readily 
reading  a  frame  number  bar  code  by  using  the  clock  track  of  a  DX  bar  code. 
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Summary  of  the  Invention 

The  above  and  other  objects,  advantages  of  the  present  invention  can  be  achieved  by  apparatus 
according  to  claims  1  or  9  or  in  the  subclaims. 

5  Two  bar  code  sensor  units  having  substantially  the  same  structure  are  disposed  at  both  sides  of  a 
photographic  film  passage.  Each  of  the  bar  code  sensor  units  has  two  photosensor  arrays  each  having  a 
plurality  of  photosensors  disposed  in  the  direction  of  feeding  a  photographic  film.  Each  photosensor  array  is 
disposed  perpendicular  to  the  photographic  film  feed  direction.  Irrespective  of  the  film  direction,  both  DX 
bar  codes  and  frame  number  bar  codes  are  read  with  the  two  bar  code  sensor  units. 

io  Two  types  of  data  read  with  each  bar  code  sensor  unit  are  automatically  discriminated  into  DX  bar 
codes  and  frame  number  bar  codes,  based  on  the  data  configuration.  The  discriminated  DX  bar  code  is 
decoded  into  a  film  type,  whereas  the  frame  number  bar  code  is  decoded  into  a  frame  number.  The  setting 
conditions  (film  direction  and  film  side)  of  a  photographic  film  at  a  film  carrier  can  be  determined  based  on 
the  read-out  result  of  bar  codes.  Use  of  a  clock  track  of  a  DX  bar  code  makes  it  easy  to  read  a  frame 

is  number  bar  code. 
Vibration  of  a  photographic  film  can  be  detected  by  checking  the  light  measuring  states  of  respective 

photosensors  of  the  photosensor  array.  If  the  photographic  film  is  caused  to  move  backward  because  of 
vibration,  the  already  read  data  are  neglected  or  cancelled  out,  or  the  data  pickup  is  stopped  until  the 
photographic  film  is  returned  to  the  original  position,  to  thus  eliminate  double  reading.  If  the  intensity  of  a 

20  light  source  changes  or  due  to  other  reasons,  the  amplitudes  of  signals  outputted  from  the  photosensors 
change  so  that  reliable  binarization  is  not  possible.  To  deal  with  this  problem,  adjacent  two  photosensors 
are  connected  to  a  differential  amplifier  to  obtain  difference  signals  between  two  photosensor  output  signals, 
and  the  difference  signals  are  supplied  to  a  window  comparator  to  obtain  binary  signals  which  are  used  for 
detection  of  a  boundary  between  bars  and  spaces.  In  detecting  the  boundary,  the  photosensor  array  for  a 

25  DX  bar  code  may  be  constructed  of  three  photosensors.  As  a  frame  number  bar  code,  a  "code  3  of  9"  is 
used  for  detecting  "1  "  and  "0"  based  on  the  widths  of  bar  and  space  between  two  bars.  Assuming  that  a 
narrower  bar  or  space  is  arranged  to  have  a  same  width  as  that  of  the  bar  of  a  DX  bar  code  and  a  wider  bar 
or  space  is  arranged  to  have  a  width  as  two  times  wide  as  the  narrower,  then  the  photosensor  array  is 
constructed  of  four  photosensors.  Using  the  four  photosensors,  a  change  of  read-out  binary  signals  is 

30  detected  and  the  resultant  data  are  taken  in.  Thus,  it  is  not  necessary  to  take  in  all  data  each  time  a 
photographic  film  is  fed  by  a  predetermined  distance,  resulting  in  reliable  data  reading. 

It  is  preferable  that  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  is  implemented  using  an  amorphous  sensor  which  requires 
no  wire  bonding,  the  unit  being  made  in  contact  with  the  photographic  film  for  carrying  out  contact  light- 
transmission  type  reading.  With  such  an  arrangement,  an  optical  system  including  a  lens,  optical  fiber  and 

35  the  like  is  not  needed,  resulting  in  a  compact  apparatus,  economy  of  mounting  space,  and  cost  effective- 
ness. 

Brief  Description  of  the  Drawings 

40  The  objects  and  advantages  of  the  present  invention  will  become  more  apparent  from  the  following 
detailed  description,  taking  in  connection  with  the  accompanying  drawings,  in  which: 

Fig.1  shows  a  relationship  of  distance  between  bar  code  sensor  units  and  a  film  mask  according  to  an 
embodiment  of  this  invention; 
Figs.2A  and  2B  show  the  examples  of  patterns  of  a  frame  number  bar  code  and  DX  bar  code  printed  on 

45  the  photographic  film  shown  in  Fig.1; 
Fig.3  illustrates  a  relationship  between  the  bar  code  sensor  units  and  bar  codes; 
Fig.4  is  a  schematic  diagram  showing  a  photographic  printer  used  with  the  bar  code  sensors  shown  in 
Fig.1; 
Fig.5  is  a  block  diagram  of  an  electric  circuit  of  the  photographic  printer  shown  in  Fig.4; 

50  Fig.6  is  a  perspective  view  of  a  film  carrier; 
Fig.7  illustrates  light  measuring  states  of  a  frame  number  bar  code  by  photosensors; 
Fig.8  illustrates  light  measuring  states  of  a  DX  bar  code  by  photosensors; 
Fig.9  is  a  circuit  diagram  showing  an  example  of  the  signal  processing  circuit  shown  in  Fig.5; 
Fig.1  0  shows  signal  waveforms  outputted  from  the  differential  amplifiers  and  photosensors  shown  in 

55  Fig.9; 
Fig.1  1  A  shows  signal  waveforms  outputted  from  the  window  comparators,  Fig.1  1B  shows  binarized  data 
of  the  output  from  the  window  comparators,  and  Fig.  1  1  C  illustrates  light  measuring  states  of  the  binary 
signals  by  the  photosensors; 
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Fig.1  2  is  a  flow  chart  showing  the  bar  code  reading  procedure; 
Fig.1  3  is  a  block  diagram  of  an  electric  circuit  according  to  another  embodiment  of  this  invention,  where 
an  alarm  is  issued  in  case  of  a  wrong  photographic  film  direction  and  side; 
Figs.14A  to  14D  illustrate  the  setting  conditions  of  a  photographic  film; 

5  Fig.1  5  is  a  flow  chart  illustrating  printing  procedure  by  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.1  3; 
Fig.1  6  is  a  flow  chart  illustrating  the  discrimination  procedure  for  a  film  number  and  film  type  as  shown  in 
Fig.13; 
Fig.1  7  is  a  similar  flow  chart  to  Fig.1  6  for  the  case  the  film  direction  is  changed; 
Fig.1  8  is  a  similar  view  to  Fig.3  which  illustrate  another  embodiment  of  this  invention,  where  a  frame 

io  number  bar  code  is  read  using  a  DX  bar  code  clock  track;  and 
Fig.1  9  is  a  block  diagram  for  a  circuit  reading  a  bar  code  of  a  photographic  film  as  shown  in  Fig.1  8. 

Detailed  Description  of  the  Embodiments 

is  Fig.1  shows  a  relationship  of  distances  between  a  film  mask  and  sensor  units,  as  viewed  from  the  light 
source.  A  photographic  film  2,  e.g.  a  135  type  roll  negative  film,  has  a  plurality  of  frames  2a  to  2d  printed 
thereon  and  perforations  3  at  both  sides  thereof.  At  the  intermediate  position  between  the  film  edges  and 
perforations  3,  frame  numbers  4  of  numerical  values  are  side  printed  at  one  side  portion,  and  DX  bar  codes 
6  at  the  other  side  portion.  The  frame  numbers  4  and  frame  number  bar  codes  5  are  disposed  at  a  equal 

20  pitch  "b".  The  DX  bar  codes  6  are  disposed  also  at  the  equal  pitch  "b".  The  bar  codes  5  and  6  and  frame 
numbers  4  are  recorded  in  the  form  of  latent  images  which  are  made  visible  after  photographic  develop- 
ment. 

Two  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  are  mounted  at  both  side  portions  of  a  passage  of  the  photographic 
film  2  to  perform  contact  transmission  type  reading.  The  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  have  the  same 

25  structure  so  that  each  of  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  can  read  both  the  frame  number  bar  code  4  and 
DX  bar  code  5.  The  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  are  disposed  remotely  from  the  center  of  a  film  mask  10 
at  the  print  position  (print  stage)  by  a  distance  "a".  A  perforation  unit  11  is  mounted  above  the  passage  of 
perforations  3  to  optically  detect  them.  A  light  projecting  unit  (not  shown)  made  of,  e.g.,  LEDs,  is  disposed 
facing  each  sensor  unit  8,  9,  11,  with  the  photographic  film  2  being  interposed  therebetween. 

30  Figs.2A  and  2B  show  the  examples  of  patterns  of  the  DX  and  frame  number  bar  codes.  As  the  frame 
number  bar  code  5,  various  types  of  bar  codes  conventionally  proposed  can  be  used.  In  this  embodiment,  a 
bar  code  of  "Code  3  of  9"  is  used.  The  bar  code  has  bars  and  spaces  alternately  disposed  side  by  side. 
The  bar  or  space  with  a  larger  width  11  represents  a  binary  code  "1  ",  whereas  the  bar  or  space  with  a 
smaller  width  12  (11/2)  represents  a  binary  code  "0".  Five  data  bars  are  recorded  within  the  data  code  area, 

35  and  the  start  and  end  code  areas  are  provided  at  the  opposite  sides  of  the  data  code  area  to  distinguish 
between  the  highest  bit  and  lowest  bit  of  the  bar  code  data.  A  wider  start  bar  5a  is  recorded  in  the  start 
code  area,  whereas  a  narrower  end  bar  5b  is  recorded  in  the  end  code  area.  The  distance  between  the 
edge  of  the  start  bar  5a  and  the  center  of  the  frame  number  4  is  a  constant  value  of  "c".  The  total  length  of 
the  data,  start  code  and  end  code  areas  is  a  constant  value  "d".  The  total  length  of  "c"  and  "d"  is 

40  represented  by  "e". 
Since  a  "code  3  of  9"  is  not  a  binary  notation,  the  lowest  bit  does  not  identify  whether  a  decimal 

number  thereof  is  an  odd  number  or  an  even  number.  The  bar  frame  number  bar  code  shown  in  Fig.2A 
represents  "100010001100"  so  that  a  code  "00100011"  is  recorded  in  the  data  code  area,  which 
corresponds  to  a  decimal  number  of  "26"  and  the  frame  number  of  "12A".  The  frame  number  bar  code 

45  (represented  herein  by  a  decimal  notation  for  convenience  purposes)  corresponds  by  1  -to-1  to  the  frame 
number  as  shown  in  Table  1.  Instead  of  "S",  "0"  is  used  by  a  certain  type  of  photographic  film. 

50 

55 
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T a b l e   1 

F r a m e   n u m b e r   b a r   c o d e   ( D e c i m a l )   F r a m e   n u m b e r  
5 

1  s  
2  SA 
3  1 
4  1  A 
5  2 
6  2A 

75 2 4  
2 5  
26  

1  1  A 
1  2 
1  2A 

20 7 4  36A 

The  DX  bar  code  6  is  constructed  of  a  clock  track  and  a  data  track.  Seven  clock  bars  are  recorded  at  a 
25  constant  pitch  (2  x  12)  in  the  clock  track,  whereas  data  bars  representative  of  a  film  type  are  recorded  in  the 

data  track.  At  the  opposite  sides  of  the  data  code  area,  a  start  and  end  code  areas  are  provided.  LA  start 
pattern  6a  is  recorded  in  the  start  code  area,  whereas  an  end  pattern  6b  is  recorded  in  the  end  code  area. 
The  DX  bar  code  6  has  bars  and  spaces  both  having  the  same  width  of  11  which  is  the  same  as  the 
narrower  width  of  the  frame  number  bar  code  5. 

30  Fig.3  shows  a  relationship  of  positions  of  the  bar  codes  and  the  bar  code  sensor  units.  The  bar  code 
sensor  unit  8,  9  has  at  its  bottom  face  an  amorphous  silicon  substrate  13,  14  which  requires  no  wire 
bonding  for  a  sensor,  thus  allowing  a  compact  size  and  contact  transmission  type  reading  for  bar  codes.  An 
amplifier  is  also  included  in  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  8,  9. 

Two  photosensor  arrays  13A  and  13B  are  fabricated  on  the  amorphous  silicon  substrate  13.  The 
35  photosensor  array  13A  corresponds  in  position  to  the  passage  of  the  data  track  of  the  DX  bar  code  when  it 

is  directed  to  the  DX  bar  code  6,  whereas  the  photosensor  array  13B  corresponds  in  position  to  the  clock 
track  of  the  DX  bar  code  6.  The  photosensor  array  13A  is  constructed  of  four  photosensors  A  to  D  disposed 
in  the  direction  of  film  feeding,  and  the  photosensor  array  13  is  also  constructed  of  four  photosensors  E  to 
H.  These  photosensors  A  to  D  and  E  to  H  are  disposed  at  a  pitch  of  half  the  length  of  12.  Therefore,  four 

40  photosensors  can  face  at  the  same  time  a  bar  whose  width  is  11,  and  two  photosensors  can  face  a  bar 
whose  width  is  12.  The  amorphous  silicon  substrate  14  has  the  same  structure  as  that  of  the  amorphous 
silicon  substrate  13,  with  the  same  alphabet  fixed  to  the  corresponding  photosensors.  The  perforation 
sensor  unit  1  1  has  also  an  amorphous  silicon  substrate  1  1  on  which  a  photosensor  is  fabricated  facing  the 
passage  of  the  perforations  3. 

45  Fig.4  shows  a  photographic  printer  provided  with  the  sensor  units  shown  in  Fig.1.  A  yellow  filter  18, 
magenta  filter  19,  cyan  filter  20  are  mounted  above  a  light  source  17.  These  color  correction  filters  18  to  20 
are  caused  to  move  in  the  plane  perpendicular  to  the  print  optical  path  21  ,  and  are  adjustably  inserted  into 
the  print  optical  path  21  in  accordance  with  each  color  exposure  amount,  to  thereby  adjust  the  intensity  of 
three  color  components  of  a  print  light. 

50  A  print  light  passed  through  the  color  correction  filters  18  to  20  is  sufficiently  diffused  within  a  mixing 
box  22  which  has  a  the  structure  that  diffusion  plates  are  mounted  at  opposite  ends  of  rectangular  tube 
whose  inside  constitutes  a  mirror  face.  A  film  carrier  55  (refer  to  Fig.6)  is  mounted  above  the  mixing  box  22 
to  set  the  photographic  film  2  at  the  film  carrier  55.  A  film  mask  10  is  mounted  at  the  print  stage  of  the  film 
carrier  55,  and  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24  operatively  interconnected  via  a  belt  26  are  disposed  at  opposite 

55  sides  of  the  film  mask.  The  roller  pair  23  is  coupled  to  a  pulse  motor  25.  The  photographic  film  2  is  nipped 
with  the  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24  and  fed  in  the  direction  shown  by  an  arrow  one  frame  after  another  such 
that  a  frame  to  be  printed  is  positioned  at  the  print  stage. 
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A  lens  27  and  a  sensor  28  are  provided  to  measure  the  image  within  the  frame  set  at  the  print  stage.  A 
print  lens  29  is  disposed  above  the  print  stage  to  enlarge  the  image  within  the  frame  set  at  the  print  stage 
and  focus  it  onto  a  color  paper  30.  Between  the  print  lens  29  and  the  color  paper  30,  a  shutter  31  and  a 
paper  mask  32  are  disposed.  At  opposite  sides  of  the  paper  mask  32,  two  roller  pairs  33  and  34  are 

5  mounted  to  nip  and  move  the  color  paper  one  frame  after  another.  The  roller  pair  33  is  coupled  to  a  pulse 
motor  35  whose  rotation  is  transmitted  via  a  belt  36  to  the  other  roller  pair  34. 

A  character  printer  37  is  disposed  at  the  side  of  the  paper  mask  32  to  print  the  printed  frame  number 
obtained  based  on  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  read  with  one  of  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9,  on  the 
back  of  the  exposed  color  paper  30,  for  example  in  the  form  of  dot  pattern.  Instead  of  the  character  printer 

io  37,  a  paper  mask  print  device  constructed  of  a  liquid  crystal  panel  or  a  light  emitting  diode  array  may  be 
mounted  on  the  paper  mask  to  print  the  frame  number  dot  pattern  simultaneously  with  photographic 
printing.  Or  a  dedicated  character  printer  and  a  magnetic  floppy  disk  or  the  like  storing  the  printed  frame 
numbers  may  be  used.  In  this  case,  the  magnetic  floppy  and  the  developed,  roll  color  paper  are  set  at  the 
dedicated  character  printer  to  print  the  frame  number  and  thereafter,  the  color  paper  is  cut  into  pieces  of 

is  respective  prints. 
Fig.5  shows  a  control  circuit  of  the  photographic  printer.  Signals  outputted  from  the  bar  code  sensor 

units  8  and  9  are  processed  at  signal  processing  circuits  40  and  41  ,  and  taken  in  a  buffer  memory  44  via  an 
I/O  port  42,  bus  line  43,  and  CPU  45.  The  data  taken  in  the  buffer  memory  44  are  read  out  to  decide  the 
type  of  bar  codes  and  converted  into  bar  code  data. 

20  CPU  45  sends  a  signal  representative  of  rotation  direction  of  the  pulse  motor  25  and  drive  pulses  to  the 
driver  47,  to  thereby  control  the  rotation  of  the  pulse  motor  25  for  moving  the  photographic  film  2.  The 
signal  representative  of  the  rotation  direction  is  also  inputted  to  the  up/down  terminals  of  a  perforation 
counter  48  and  a  pulse  counter  49.  The  perforation  counter  48  counts  up  or  down  the  signals  outputted 
from  the  perforation  sensor  unit  1  1  ,  in  accordance  with  the  rotation  direction  of  the  pulse  motor  25,  to  thus 

25  measure  the  feed  amount  of  the  photographic  film  2.  The  perforation  counter  48  is  reset  by  CPU  45  when 
the  photographic  film  is  set  at  the  film  carrier  55. 

The  perforation  counter  48  measures  the  feed  amount  of  the  photographic  film  2  in  units  of  the  pitch  of 
the  perforations  3,  which  results  in  a  coarse  measurement  of  the  feed  amount.  In  this  connection,  the  pulse 
motor  causes  to  move  the  photographic  film  2  by  one  pitch  of  the  perforations  3  using,  e.g,  20  drive  pulses 

30  or  steps.  Therefore,  the  feed  amount  of  the  photographic  film  2  can  be  measured  more  precisely  by 
checking  the  number  of  drive  pulses.  In  this  embodiment,  the  count  of  the  perforation  counter  48  and  the 
count  of  the  pulse  counter  49  which  counts  the  drive  pulses  are  used  to  perform  precise  measurement  of 
the  feed  amount  of  the  photographic  film  2.  The  pulse  counter  49  which  measures  the  feed  amount  of  the 
photographic  film  2  within  one  pitch  of  the  perforations  3  is  reset  in  response  to  an  output  signal  from  the 

35  perforation  sensor  unit  1  1  . 
A  keyboard  53a  is  provided  with  exposure  correction  keys,  alphanumeric  keys  and  operation  keys  as 

well  known  in  the  art.  Reference  numeral  51  represents  a  driver  for  driving  the  pulse  motor  35,  and 
reference  numeral  52  represents  a  decode  driver  for  driving  the  character  printer  37. 

Fig.6  shows  a  film  carrier  55  which  is  constructed  of  a  carrier  main  body  56  and  a  lid  member  57 
40  pivotally  coupled  thereto.  The  carrier  main  body  56  has  a  film  passage  58  formed  therein  and  the  lower 

rollers  of  the  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24.  The  lid  member  57  mounts  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9, 
perforation  sensor  unit  11,  film  mask  10  and  the  upper  rollers  of  the  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24.  The  lid 
member  57  is  locked  to  the  carrier  main  body  56  when  the  former  is  closed.  Upon  depression  of  a  lock 
release  knob  59,  the  lid  member  57  is  opened  upward  to  expose  the  film  passage  58  and  allow  to  set  the 

45  photographic  film  2.  The  light  sources  are  mounted  facing  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  on  the  side  of 
the  film  passage  58. 

Figs.6  and  7  illustrate  the  light  measuring  states  of  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  and  DX  bar  code  6  by 
the  bar  code  sensor  units.  A  solid  circle  represents  a  state  where  a  bar  faces  a  photosensor,  whereas  a 
white  circle  represents  a  state  where  a  space  faces  a  photosensor. 

50  Fig.9  shows  an  example  of  the  signal  processing  circuit.  The  photosensor  A  is  connected  to  a 
current/voltage  converter  62a  whereat  a  photocurrent  is  converted  into  a  voltage.  The  current/voltage 
converter  62a  is  mounted  within  the  bar  code  sensor  unit,  and  is  constructed  of  an  operational  amplifier  63, 
resistor  64,  capacitor  65  and  resistor  66.  An  output  signal  from  the  current/voltage  converter  62a  is  supplied 
to  and  amplified  by  an  amplifier  67a  constructed  of  an  operational  amplifier  68  and  resistors  69  and  70. 

55  Signal  processings  for  the  photosensors  B  to  G  are  carried  out  in  a  similar  manner,  and  the  corresponding 
circuits  are  shown  as  blocks  with  reference  numerals  only  attached  thereto.  Four  photosensors  E  to  H  may 
be  used  in  detecting  a  clock  track.  However,  the  width  of  a  clock  bar  is  11  so  that  only  three  photosensors 
suffice  to  detect  the  boundary  between  space  and  bar  as  described  later.  Thus,  in  this  embodiment,  the 
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photosensor  H  is  not  used  in  the  detection  operation. 
As  the  intensity  of  a  light  source  changes  or  due  to  other  reasons,  the  amplitude  of  an  output  signal 

from  a  photosensor  will  change  greatly  resulting  in  not  reliable  binarization.  In  view  of  this,  according  to  the 
present  embodiment,  difference  signals  between  signals  from  adjacent  two  photosensors  are  used  to  deal 

5  with  such  a  problem,  and  facilitate  detecting  the  boundary  between  space  and  bar.  Five  differential 
amplifiers  71a  to  71  e  are  provided  to  obtain  the  difference  signals  between  signals  from  the  adjacent  two 
photosensors.  Each  of  the  differential  amplifiers  71a  to  71  e  is  constructed  of  an  operational  amplifier  72, 
and  resistors  73  and  74. 

The  output  signal  from  the  differential  amplifier  71a  is  supplied  to  a  window  comparator  76a  to  be 
io  converted  into  two  binary  signals  P1  and  P2.  The  presence/absence  of  a  boundary  and  the  boundary  state 

(from  space  to  bar  or  vice  versa)  can  be  determined  based  on  the  states  of  two  types  of  the  binary  signals 
P1  and  P2.  The  window  comparator  76a  is  constructed  of  a  first  comparator  77  supplied  with  a  first 
reference  voltage  Vh  and  a  second  comparator  78  supplied  with  a  second  reference  voltage  VI  lower  than 
Vh.  Similarly,  output  signals  from  the  differential  amplifiers  71b  to  71  e  are  binarized  at  window  comparators 

is  76b  to  76e  to  output  binary  signals  P3  to  P10.  A  potentiometer  79  is  provided  for  setting  the  first  voltage  Vh 
which  is  supplied  via  a  buffer  80.  The  second  voltage  V1  is  supplied  through  an  inverter  amplifier  81 
connected  to  the  buffer  80. 

Next,  the  operation  of  the  signal  processing  circuit  will  be  described  with  reference  to  Fig.1  0  and 
Figs.HA  to  1  1  C.  Signal  waveforms  shown  in  these  drawings  are  assumed  that  no  clearances  are  provided 

20  among  respective  photosensors.  As  the  frame  bar  code  5  shown  in  Fig.5  moves  in  the  direction  indicated 
by  an  arrow,  the  frame  bar  code  5  is  detected  with  the  respective  photosensors  A  to  G  to  thus  output 
signals  having  the  waveforms  as  shown  in  Fig.1  0.  The  output  signals  from  the  photosensors  A  to  G  are 
converted  into  voltages  at  the  current/voltage  converters  62a  to  62g,  and  amplified  by  the  amplifiers  67a  to 
67g.  These  amplified  signals  are  inputted  to  the  differential  amplifiers  71a  to  71  e  to  be  converted  into  the 

25  signals  having  the  waveforms  as  shown  in  Fig.1  0.  The  obtained  difference  signals  are  inputted  to  the 
window  comparators  76a  to  76e  and  converted  into  the  binary  signals  P1  to  P10  as  shown  in  Fig.1  1  A.  CPU 
49  samples  these  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  at  a  proper  sampling  rate  to  obtain  the  data  as  shown  in 
Fig.1  1B. 

If  a  boundary  between  bar  and  space  is  present,  the  two  signals  outputted  from  the  window  comparator 
30  take  different  levels.  What  type  of  a  boundary  is  present  between  adjacent  two  photosensors  can  be 

determined  based  on  which  value  of  "0"  and  "1  "  the  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  take.  Specifically,  if  P1  is 
"1  "  and  P2  is  "0",  a  space  faces  the  photosensor  A,  whereas  a  bar  faces  the  photosensor  B.  On  the  other 
hand,  if  P1  is  "0"  and  P2  is  "1  ",  a  bar  faces  the  photosensor  A,  whereas  a  space  faces  the  photosensor  B. 
Similar  relations  stand  between  binary  signals  P3  and  P4,  and  between  binary  signals  P5  and  P6.  Based  on 

35  such  relations,  the  light  measuring  states  of  the  photosensors  A  to  D  can  be  identified  as  shown  in  Fig.1  1  C. 
The  photosensors  E  to  G  take  the  same  states  as  the  photosensors  A  to  C. 
Next,  the  operation  of  the  above  embodiment  will  be  described.  Upon  opening  the  lid  member  57  of  the  film 
carrier  55,  the  film  mask  10  and  the  upper  rollers  of  the  two  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24  are  retracted 
upward  to  expose  the  film  passage  58.  The  photographic  film  2  is  then  set  on  the  film  passage  58,  and  the 

40  lid  member  57  is  moved  to  the  original  position  so  that  the  perforation  counter  48  is  reset  at  that  time.  After 
loading  the  photographic  film  2,  the  keyboard  50  is  operated  upon  to  make  CPU  45  output  a  signal 
representative  of  a  forward  rotation  direction.  This  forward  rotation  signal  is  inputted  to  the  perforation 
counter  48  and  pulse  counter  49  to  make  them  in  an  addition  count  state. 

CPU  45  outputs  a  predetermined  number  of  drive  pulses  and  sends  them  to  the  driver  47  to  rotate  the 
45  pulse  motor  25  in  the  forward  or  normal  direction.  As  the  pulse  motor  25  rotates  in  the  normal  direction,  the 

photographic  film  2  is  nipped  with  the  two  feed  roller  pairs  23  and  24  and  moved  in  the  direction  indicated 
by  the  arrow  in  Fig.4  by  one  frame.  The  drive  pulses  are  also  supplied  to  the  pulse  counter  49  which  counts 
them. 

During  the  transportation  of  the  photographic  film  2,  the  perforation  sensor  unit  1  1  detects  a  perforation 
50  3  and  sends  a  detection  signal  to  the  perforation  counter  48  and  pulse  counter  49.  The  perforation  counter 

48  which  has  been  set  in  an  addition  count  state  counts  up  its  content  each  time  the  detection  signal  is 
inputted  thereto,  to  thus  count  the  number  of  perforations  3.  The  pulse  counter  is  reset  each  time  the 
detection  signal  is  supplied  from  the  perforation  sensor  unit  11,  to  then  start  and  continue  measuring  the 
fine  feed  amount  of  the  photographic  film  2  until  the  next  perforation  3  is  detected.  The  feed  amount  "H"  of 

55  the  photographic  film  2,  using  as  a  reference  the  time  when  the  first  perforation  was  detected,  can  be 
therefore  obtained  by  the  following  equation. 

H  =  a  x  Pn  +  Dn  (1) 
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where  "Pn"  represents  a  count  of  the  perforation  counter  48,  "Dn"  represents  a  count  of  the  pulse  counter 
49,  and  "a"  represents  the  number  of  drive  pulses  corresponding  to  one  pitch  of  the  perforations  3.  The 
film  feed  amount  is  represented  using  the  number  of  drive  pulses  in  this  embodiment.  However,  it  may  be 

5  represented  by  milimeters  or  inches. 
During  the  transportation  of  the  photographic  film  2,  the  bar  code  sensors  8  and  9  read  the 

corresponding  frame  number  bar  code  5  and  DX  bar  code  6  while  contacting  the  bar  code  and  detecting 
transmitted  light.  The  bar  code  reading  procedure  will  be  described  with  reference  to  Fig.1  2.  The  bar  code 
sensor  units  8  and  9  measure  light  while  contacting  the  sides  of  the  photographic  film  2  under  transporta- 

io  tion.  During  this  light  measurement,  binary  signals  P1  to  P10  are  outputted  from  the  signal  processing 
circuits  4  and  41.  CPU  45  samples  the  binary  signals  P1  to  P10  and  store  them  in  a  first  register  (not 
shown)  of  CPU  45.  CPU  45  compares  the  preceding  binary  signals  P1  to  P10  stored  in  a  second-register 
(not  shown)  with  the  current  binary  signals  P1  to  P10  stored  in  the  first  register,  to  then  determine  if  a 
change  in  data  has  occurred. 

is  The  photographic  film  2  may  sometimes  moved  backward  due  to  backlash  or  the  like  of  the  film 
feeding  mechanism.  If  the  amount  of  backward  movement  excesses  the  pitch  of  photosensors,  then  the 
same  bar  or  space  of  the  bar  code  will  read  twice.  The  data  obtained  by  reading  the  boundary  between  bar 
and  space  changes  regularly  in  accordance  with  the  direction  of  feeding  the  photographic  film  2.  For 
instance,  with  respect  to  the  photosensors  A  to  E,  in  Figs.7  and  8,  the  boundary  between  bar  and  space 

20  moves  sequentially  from  an  intermediate  of  "D  and  C",  "C  and  B",  and  to  "B  and  A",  so  that  the  read-out 
data  has  a  regularity.  When  CPU  45  judges  that  there  is  a  change  in  data,  it  determines  whether  or  not 
there  is  any  regularity  with  respect  to  binary  signals  P1  to  P6  or  P7  to  P10.  If  affirmative,  the  sampled  data 
are  written  in  the  buffer  memory  44,  and  the  address  pointer  is  incremented.  As  will  be  described  later,  only 
the  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  suffice  for  the  frame  number  bar  code,  and  the  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  and 

25  additional  binary  signals  P7  to  P10  suffice  for  the  DX  bar  code.  Therefore,  only  the  binary  signals  P1  and 
P2  and  P7  to  P10  may  be  written  in  the  buffer  memory  44. 

If  there  is  no  data  regularity,  it  means  that  the  photographic  film  2  was  moved  backward.  Therefore, 
writing  into  the  buffer  memory  44  is  stopped  until  the  regularity  restores,  i.e.,  until  the  photographic  film  2  is 
caused  to  start  being  fed  and  returned  to  the  position  where  the  data  were  read.  If  there  is  no  regularity,  the 

30  buffer  pointer  may  be  decremented  by  "1  ". 
If  all  the  binary  signals  P7  to  P10  take  a  value  of  "0"  even  after  performing  a  predetermined  number  of 

samplings,  CPU  45  checks  if  the  pulse  motor  25  is  rotating.  If  so,  CPU  25  decides  that  all  the  bars  have 
been  read.  Upon  completion  of  reading  all  the  bars,  the  film  feed  amount  is  calculated  using  the  counts  of 
the  perforation  counter  48  and  pulse  counter  49  in  accordance  with  the  equation  (1).  Until  such  time  when 

35  the  calculation  is  performed,  the  end  code  had  passed  the  sensor  unit  by  a  predetermined  distance  which 
is  subjected  to  subtraction  to  obtain  the  film  feed  amount  "H1  "  at  the  time  of  completion  of  reading  all  the 
bars.  The  film  feed  amount  "H1  "  is  stored  in  a  RAM  of  the  memory  46. 

Upon  completion  of  reading  all  the  bars,  CPU  45  judges  based  on  the  data  configuration  if  the  read-out 
bar  code  is  the  frame  number  bar  code  5,  DX  bar  code  6  or  frame  number  4.  This  judgement  is  conducted 

40  based  on  the  presence/absence  of  a  data  track,  the  configuration  of  the  start  code  or  end  code.  If  the  read- 
out  bar  code  is  judged  as  the  frame  number,  the  buffer  memory  44  is  reset  to  prepare  for  the  next  bar  code 
reading. 

If  the  data  read  with  one  of  the  sensor  units  are  judged  as  the  frame  number  bar  code  5,  then  the  "N" 
sets  of  binary  signal  data  stored  in  the  buffer  memory  44  at  first  address  to  N-th  address  are  caused  to  be 

45  sequentially  read  out.  The  number  N  of  binary  signal  data  sets  corresponds  to  the  number  of  data  within  the 
data  code  area,  which  is  5  in  the  case  of  the  frame  number  bar  code  shown  in  Fig.7.  Since  the  boundary 
can  be  detected  by  using  only  the  two  types  of  binary  signals  from  the  window  comparator,  only  the  data  of 
binary  signals  P1  and  P2  for  example  are  read  out.  Through  comparison  between  the  two  sets  of  data  of 
the  two  binary  signals  P1  and  P2,  it  becomes  possible  to  discriminate  between  black  and  white  with  respect 

50  to  the  photosensor  A.  Next,  it  is  judged  if  the  start  data  are  for  the  start  code  or  for  the  end  code  based  on 
the  length  of  black  bar,  i.e.,  the  number  of  bits. 

If  it  is  judged  that  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  was  read  from  the  start  code  side,  then  the  addresses 
at  which  the  binary  signal  data  sets  are  stored  are  used  to  sequentially  read  out  the  binary  signal  data  sets 
P1  and  P2  from  the  buffer  memory  44.  Alternatively,  if  it  is  judged  that  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  was 

55  read  from  the  end  code  side,  then  the  addresses  are  used  from  the  highest  address  to  read  out  the  binary 
signal  data  sets  in  the  reverse  order  to  thereby  make  the  bits  on  the  start  code  side  as  the  lowest  bits. 

Next,  the  length  of  black  and  white  (number  of  bits)  is  judged  to  convert  it  into  the  binary  signal  with  the 
longer  one  set  as  "1  "  and  the  shorter  one  as  "0",  to  thereby  generate  the  bar  code  data.  The  bar  code  data 
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are  then  decoded,  with  reference  to  a  frame  number  bar  code  data  table  stored  in  a  ROM  of  the  memory 
46,  into  a  frame  number.  In  actual,  the  frame  number  decoded  is  a  numerical  value  as  shown  in  Table  1. 
The  obtained  frame  number  is  stored  in  a  RAM  of  the  memory  46  in  place  of  the  already  stored  old  frame 
number. 

5  If  it  is  judged  as  the  DX  bar  code  6,  then  it  is  judged  if  the  DX  bar  code  6  was  read  from  the  start  code 
or  not.  If  the  DX  bar  code  was  read  from  the  end  code,  then  the  content  in  the  buffer  memory  44  is  read  in 
the  reverse  order.  For  the  data  of  the  DX  bar  code  6,  the  binary  signals  P7  to  P10  are  read  to  discriminate 
between  black  and  white  with  respect  to  the  photosensor  E.  Next,  the  addresses  are  obtained  where  the 
black  and  white  for  the  photosensors  E  and  F  differ,  to  then  read  the  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  from  the 

io  buffer  memory  44  at  the  obtained  addresses.  The  black  or  white  with  respect  to  the  photosensor  A  is 
determined  based  on  the  binary  signals  P1  and  P2  to  then  generate  the  bar  code  data  with  "0"  assigned  to 
white  and  "1  "  assigned  to  black.  Consequently,  the  DX  bar  code  6  is  detected  while  checking  its  data  track 
status  at  the  boundaries  of  the  bar  and  space  recorded  on  the  clock  track. 

The  bar  code  data  are  decoded,  with  reference  to  a  DX  bar  code  table  stored  in  a  ROM  of  the  memory 
is  46,  into  a  film  type.  The  obtained  film  type  is  stored  in  a  RAM  of  the  memory  46  in  place  of  the  previously 

read-out  film  type.  In  actual,  the  numerical  value  corresponding  to  the  film  type  is  stored. 
After  storing  the  frame  number  and  film  type,  the  buffer  memory  44  is  reset  to  advance  to  reading  the 

next  bar  code  in  the  manner  described  in  the  foregoing.  The  just  read-out  frame  number  and  film  type  are 
replaced  with  the  data  previously  read.  At  the  same  time,  the  film  feed  amount  "H1  "  at  the  end  of  reading 

20  the  bar  code  is  replaced  with  a  new  one. 
The  photographic  film  2  is  then  fed  upon  rotation  of  the  pulse  motor  25  which  is  controlled  through 

constant  feeding  for  a  distance  corresponding  to  the  pitch  of  frames  or  though  detection  of  the  notch 
formed  in  each  frame,  so  that  the  frame  to  be  printed  is  set  at  the  print  stage.  After  setting  the  frame,  CPU 
45  calculates  the  number  of  a  frame  to  be  printed.  First,  using  the  counts  of  the  perforation  counter  48  and 

25  pulse  counter  49,  the  film  feed  amount  "H2"  is  calculated  in  accordance  with  the  equation  (1).  In  this 
embodiment,  the  film  feed  amount  "H1  "  when  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  8  detected  the  pass  of  the  end  bar 
5b  is  stored  in  a  RAM  of  the  memory  46,  so  that  by  obtaining  a  difference  therebetween,  the  transportation 
amount  "x"  of  the  end  bar  5b  of  the  last  read  frame  number  bar  code  can  be  obtained. 

Since  the  distance  "L"  from  the  center  of  the  film  mask  10  to  the  frame  number  is  given  by: 
30 

L  =  (a  -  x  -e)  (2) 

the  number  of  frames  "n"  and  the  remainder  "m"  can  be  obtained  by  dividing  L  by  the  pitch  "m"  of  frame 
numbers.  Namely: 

35 
L/b  =  n  with  remainder  "m"  (3) 

The  remainder  "m"  corresponds  to  a  distance  from  the  frame  number  at  the  right  side  within  the  film  mask 
10  to  the  center  thereof.  Since  the  pitch  "b"  of  the  frame  number  is  a  constant  value,  the  following  equation 

40  stands,  taking  "M"  as  the  distance  from  the  frame  number  at  the  left  side  within  the  film  mask  10  to  the 
center  thereof: 

b  =  m  =  M  (4) 

45  It  is  possible  to  know  the  frame  number  nearer  to  the  center  of  the  film  mask  10  based  on  which  value  of 
"M"  and  "m"  is  larger  or  smaller.  Specifically,  taking  "N"  as  the  decoded  numerical  value  of  the  read-out 
frame  number  bar  code,  the  decoded  numerical  value  "Y"  of  the  bar  code  of  the  frame  number  nearer  to 
the  center  of  the  frame  2a  becomes: 

for  m  is  equal  to  or  smaller  than  M 
50 

Y  =  N  -  n  (5) 

and  for  m  is  larger  than  M 

55  Y  =  N  -  n  -  1  (6) 

In  the  case  where  the  photographic  film  2  is  transported  from  the  film  mask  10  to  the  bar  code  sensors  8 
and  9,  "  +  x"  is  used  instead  of  "-x"  in  the  above  equations  (2)  and  (6).  In  the  case  where  the  film  feed 
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amount  is  measured  from  the  start  bar  5a,  "c"  is  used  instead  of  "e".  In  the  case  where  the  frame  number 
is  larger  at  the  film  mask  10  side  than  at  the  bar  code  sensors  8  and  9  side,  used  are  "  +  e"  or  "  +  c" 
instead  of  "-e"  or  "-c",  and  "  +  n"  instead  of  "-n". 

For  the  case  shown  in  Fig.1,  assuming  that  a  =  90,  b  =  15,  x  =  3,  e  =  8,  and  N  =  30,  then 
5 

L  =  90  -  3  -  8  =  79 

79/15  =  5  with  remainder  4 
Since  4  is  smaller  than  11,  the  values  of  "N"  and  "n"  are  substituted  into  the  equation  (4).  The  result  is: 

70 
Y  =  30  -  5  =  25 

The  frame  number  indicated  by  decimal  number  "25"  of  the  decoded  frame  number  bar  code  is  "12". 
Therefore,  it  is  judged  that  the  frame  of  number  "12"  is  positioned  nearest  to  the  center  of  the  film  mask 

75  10.  As  above,  even  if  a  read  error  occurs,  the  film  feed  amount  after  the  time  when  the  latest  bar  code  was 
read  is  measured  to  identify  the  number  of  a  frame  positioned  at  the  film  mask  10,  so  that  one  the  bar  code 
is  read,  there  is  no  problem  even  if  a  read  error  occurs  thereafter. 

After  calculating  the  frame  number  and  storing  the  frame  number  data  in  the  memory  63,  the  exposure 
light  amount  for  each  color  is  calculated  by  measuring  light  with  the  sensor  28.  In  accordance  with  the 

20  calculated  exposure  light  amount,  the  amount  of  insertion  of  the  color  correction  filters  18  to  20  into  the 
optical  path  21  is  adjusted.  After  this  adjustment,  the  shutter  31  is  opened  to  expose  light  to  the  color  paper 
30. 

After  the  exposure,  the  pulse  motor  35  is  rotated  to  feed  the  color  paper  30  by  one  frame  and  set  the 
unexposed  portion  at  the  exposure  stage,  with  the  color  correction  filters  18  to  20  being  retracted  to  the 

25  normal  positions.  After  the  color  paper  30  was  fed,  CPU  45  reads  the  frame  number  from  the  memory  and 
sends  it  to  the  decode  driver  52.  The  decode  driver  52  drives  the  character  printer  37  to  print  the  frame 
number  "12"  at  the  back  of  the  exposed  frame.  In  the  similar  manner,  the  frame  number  of  each  frame  is 
read  to  make  a  print  thereof,  and  the  read-out  frame  number  is  printed  at  the  back  of  the  color  paper  30. 

If  the  direction  of  the  photographic  film  2  is  limited  to  one  direction  with  respect  to  the  film  carrier  55, 
30  then  the  programs  are  simplified  because  it  is  not  necessary  to  discriminate  the  type  of  bar  codes.  In  this 

case,  if  the  wrong  film  direction  is  employed,  the  car  code  cannot  be  read  correctly.  Fig.1  3  is  a  block 
diagram  showing  an  embodiment  where  if  a  wrong  film  direction  is  set,  an  alarm  display  is  conducted.  In 
Fig.1  3,  similar  elements  to  those  in  Figs.1  to  12  are  represented  by  using  identical  reference  numerals,  and 
the  description  therefor  is  omitted.  The  keyboard  50  is  provided  with  fine  adjustment  keys  90a  and  90b,  a 

35  pass  key  91  for  passing  one  frame,  color  correction  keys  92,  density  correction  keys  93,  alphanumeric  keys 
94,  a  print  key  95  for  instructing  to  start  printing,  and  film  direction  designating  keys  96a  and  96b.  The  film 
direction  designating  key  96a  is  used  for  the  case  where  the  photographic  film  2  is  set  at  the  film  carrier  55 
with  the  frame  of  smallest  frame  number  positioned  at  the  top.  On  the  other  hand,  the  film  direction 
designating  key  96b  is  used  for  the  case  where  the  photographic  film  2  is  set  at  the  film  carrier  55  with  the 

40  frame  of  largest  frame  number  positioned  at  the  top.  Upon  designation  of  the  film  direction,  the  type  of  bar 
codes  read  with  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  can  be  identified,  and  also  whether  the  bar  code  is  read 
from  the  start  code  or  from  the  end  code  can  be  identified.  With  the  identified  bar  code  type  and  reading 
direction  given,  it  is  possible  to  know  the  film  direction  and  film  side  (i.e,  it  is  normally  set  or  reversely  set). 
If  the  film  direction  is  opposite  to  the  designated  one,  the  driver  98  drives  a  film  direction  alarm  display  99. 

45  If  the  photographic  film  is  set  reversely,  the  driver  100  drives  a  film  side  alarm  display  101.  As  the  alarm 
displays  99  and  101,  lamps,  buzzers,  liquid  crystal  display  panels  or  the  like  may  be  used.  If  a  liquid  crystal 
panel  is  used,  the  alarm  displays  99  and  101  may  be  integrated  in  unison. 

Next,  the  operation  of  the  above  embodiment  will  be  briefly  described  with  reference  to  Figs.1  3  to  16. 
First,  using  the  keyboard  53,  the  direction  of  the  photographic  film  2  is  designated.  For  instance,  as  shown 

50  in  Fig.1  4A,  if  the  photographic  film  is  to  be  set  with  the  frame  of  smaller  frame  number  positioned  at  the 
top,  the  film  direction  designating  key  96a  is  actuated.  Next,  the  photographic  film  2  is  set  as  above  to  start 
feeding  it.  As  the  photographic  film  2  is  fed,  the  bar  code  is  read  with  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  described  previously.  CPU  45  judges  if  the  data  read  with  the  bar  code 
sensor  unit  8  from  the  buffer  memory  are  for  the  designated  bar  code  based  on  the  stored  data.  This 

55  judgement  can  be  conducted  based  on  whether  there  is  a  data  track  or  not,  or  the  start  code  or  end  code. 
In  this  embodiment,  since  the  direction  of  the  photographic  film  is  assumed  as  designated  as  shown  in 
Fig.1  4A,  it  is  judged  if  the  bar  code  sensor  8  read  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  or  not.  If  affirmative,  then  it 
is  judged  if  the  data  was  read  from  the  start  code  or  not.  If  the  data  were  read  from  the  end  code,  the 
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photographic  film  2  was  set  as  shown  in  Fig.1  4D  so  that  the  film  direction  alarm  display  99  and  film  side 
alarm  display  101  are  driven  to  alarm  such  effects,  and  the  pulse  motor  25  is  stopped  to  forcibly  stop 
feeding  the  photographic  film  2. 

If  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  8  read  the  DX  bar  code  6,  it  is  judged  if  the  data  were  read  from  the  start 
5  code  or  not.  If  affirmative,  the  photographic  film  2  was  set  as  shown  in  Fig.1  4C  so  that  the  film  side  alarm 

display  101  is  driven  to  alarm  such  effects,  and  the  photographic  film  feeding  is  stopped.  If  the  data  were 
read  from  the  end  code,  the  photographic  film  2  was  set  as  shown  in  Fig.1  4B  so  that  the  film  direction 
alarm  display  99  is  driven  to  alarm  such  effects. 

For  the  wrong  film  direction  and  side,  the  lid  member  57  of  the  film  carrier  55  is  opened  to  again  set 
io  the  photographic  film  2  correctly  in  accordance  with  the  content  of  the  alarm  display.  For  the  wrong  film 

direction,  the  film  direction  designating  key  96b  may  be  actuated  and  the  pass  key  91  is  operated  to  restart 
the  film  feeding.  If  the  data  read  with  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  8  are  neither  the  frame  number  bar  code  5 
nor  the  DX  bar  code  6,  it  is  judged  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  read  the  frame  number  4,  and  the  read-out 
data  are  cancelled  to  prepare  for  reading  the  following  bar  code.  If  the  film  direction  and  film  side  are 

is  correct,  generating  the  bar  code  data,  decoding,  and  data  write  renewal  are  performed  in  the  manner  as 
described  previously. 

If  the  photographic  film  2  is  set  with  the  frame  of  larger  number  positioned  at  the  top,  the  procedure 
shown  in  Fig.1  7  is  used  instead  of  Fig.1  6.  In  this  case,  the  film  direction  designating  key  96b  of  the 
keyboard  50  is  actuated.  Only  for  the  case  where  the  photographic  film  2  is  set  as  shown  in  Fig.1  4A,  the 

20  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  can  read  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  and  DX  bar  code  6.  For  the  other 
cases,  an  alarm  display  is  effected  by  means  of  the  film  direction  alarm  display  99  and  film  side  alarm 
display  101  . 

After  completion  of  feeding  the  photographic  film  2  by  a  predetermined  amount,  the  pulse  motor  25  is 
caused  to  stop.  Thereafter,  film  inspection  is  carried  out  while  monitoring  it  through  the  film  mask  10.  In  the 

25  film  inspection,  it  is  first  checked  if  the  first  frame  is  correctly  positioned  at  the  print  stage.  If  there  is  a  shift 
in  position  alignment,  the  fine  adjustment  key  90a  or  90b  matching  the  shift  direction  is  operated  to  slowly 
rotate  the  pulse  motor  in  the  forward  or  backward  direction  to  correct  the  position  of  the  frame.  During  this 
adjustment  operation,  since  the  perforation  counter  48  and  pulse  counter  49  are  set  at  the  addition  count 
state  for  the  forward  direction  and  at  the  subtraction  count  state  for  the  backward  direction,  the  counters  48 

30  and  49  operate  to  count  up  or  down  accordingly. 
Next,  it  is  judged  if  the  frame  correctly  aligned  at  the  film  mask  10  is  to  be  printed  or  not.  If  the  frame 

has  no  image  therein,  an  out-of-focus  image,  or  an  extraordinary  over  exposure  or  under  exposure  image, 
then  it  is  judged  that  the  frame  is  not  necessary  to  be  printed.  For  such  an  unnecessary  frame,  the  pass 
key  91  is  operated  to  feed  one  frame  to  thereafter  perform  position  alignment  for  the  second  frame.  For  a 

35  frame  necessary  to  be  printed,  it  is  judged  if  a  subject  failure  occurs  by  the  automatic  exposure  control.  If  it 
is  anticipated  that  the  subject  failure  will  occur  and  the  finished  print  of  a  main  object  becomes  to  have  poor 
density  and  color,  then  the  density  correction  key  93,  color  correction  key  92  are  operated  to  input 
manually  the  exposure  correction  data. 

Upon  actuation  of  the  print  key  95,  calculating  the  frame  number  and  the  exposure  amount  are 
40  performed  as  described  previously  and  thereafter,  the  shutter  31  is  caused  to  open  to  expose  light  onto  the 

color  paper  30.  When  the  exposed  portion  of  the  color  paper  30  reaches  the  character  printer  37,  the  frame 
number  is  printed  with  the  character  printer  37. 

In  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.1  3,  the  alarm  displays  for  the  film  direction  and  film  side  are  separately 
carried  out.  However,  in  order  to  simplify  the  circuit  arrangement,  such  alarm  displays  may  be  carried  out 

45  without  discrimination  therebetween.  In  this  case,  since  the  direction  of  reading  the  bar  code  and  the  type  of 
bar  codes  to  be  read  with  the  two  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  are  unanimously  determined,  the  bar  code 
reading  procedure  cam  be  simplified,  and  only  the  data  necessary  for  generating  the  bar  code  data  are 
written  in  the  buffer  memory  44.  After  writing  the  data,  the  bar  code  data  are  generated  and  it  is  checked  if 
the  data  are  normal  or  not.  If  not,  an  alarm  display  is  issued. 

50  In  the  photographic  printer  having  an  alarm  display  described  above,  the  bar  code  may  be  read 
irrespective  of  the  film  direction  as  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.5.  In  this  case,  only  a  wrong  film 
direction  is  alarmed.  The  film  direction  is  selectively  designated  by  the  film  direction  designating  keys  996a 
and  96b  in  the  embodiment  shown  in  Fig.1  3.  However,  for  simplifying  the  structure,  the  film  direction  keys 
96a  and  96b  may  be  omitted  and  the  film  direction  is  fixed  at  one  particular  direction.  The  determination  of 

55  the  setting  conditions  of  the  photographic  film  2  is  also  applicable  to  photographic  films  now  available  in  the 
market  with  only  DX  bar  codes  side  printed. 

Further,  in  order  to  efficiently  perform  photographic  printing,  the  photographic  film  2  may  be  first  fed  in 
the  one  direction  to  perform  for  each  frame  a  film  inspection  (position  setting,  exposure  amount  calculation) 
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and  frame  number  reading,  and  then  the  photographic  film  2  is  fed  in  the  opposite  direction  to  automatically 
position  each  frame  and  consecutively  perform  photographic  printing  based  on  the  position  data  obtained 
by  the  film  inspection. 

As  shown  in  Fig.1  8,  if  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  is  recorded  in  positional  correspondence  to  the  DX 
5  bar  code  6  as  shown  in  Fig.1  8,  then  it  is  possible  to  readily  read  the  frame  number  bar  code  using  the 

clock  track  of  the  DX  bar  code  6.  Specifically,  the  edge  of  the  first  clock  bar  6C1  recorded  on  the  data  code 
area  of  the  DX  bar  code  6  coincides  in  position  with  one  edge  of  the  start  bar  5a  of  the  frame  number  bar 
code  5.  The  edge  of  the  second  clock  bar  6C2  coincides  in  position  with  the  other  edge  of  the  start  bar  5a. 
Similarly,  the  edge  of  the  clock  bar  6C3  coincides  with  the  edge  of  the  data  bar  5C1  .  Thus,  it  is  possible  to 

io  read  the  frame  number  bar  code  5  using  the  clock  track  of  the  DX  bar  code  6.  Even  if  such  positional 
coincidence  between  two  bar  codes  is  not  present,  the  bar  code  sensor  unit  8  may  be  mounted  at  such  a 
position  where  the  positional  difference  can  be  eliminated  so  that  the  frame  number  code  can  be  read  using 
the  clock  track  of  the  DX  bar  code  6. 

Fig.1  9  is  a  block  diagram  showing  an  example  of  a  circuit  used  for  reading  the  frame  number  bar  code 
is  with  the  aid  of  the  clock  track,  a  logical  circuit  110  is  constructed  of  a  NOR  gate  111,  NAND  gate  112,  and 

AND  gate  112.  T  photosensors  E  and  F  are  connected  to  the  NOR  gate  111,  whereas  the  photosensors  G 
and  H  are  connected  to  the  NAND  gate  112.  Thus,  the  states  that  the  photosensors  E  and  F  face  a  bar,  and 
the  photosensors  face  a  space  are  detected.  Only  in  this  case,  a  signal  "H"  is  outputted  from  the  AND  gate 
113.  Therefore,  the  data  code  can  be  read  in  synchro  with  the  clock  bar  of  the  DX  bar  code.  In  order  to 

20  allow  the  bar  code  sensor  units  8  and  9  to  read  irrespective  of  the  photographic  film  2  direction,  a  logical 
circuit  114  is  connected  also  to  the  photosensor  array  14B.  The  outputs  from  the  logical  circuits  110  and 
114  are  supplied  to  an  OR  gate  115.  Upon  outputting  an  "H"  signal  from  the  OR  gate  115,  signals  from  the 
photosensor  arrays  13A  and  14A  are  sampled  at  sampling  circuits  116  and  117.  The  sampled  signals  are 
binarized  at  binarization  circuits  118  and  119  each  having  comparators  for  the  respective  photosensors  A  to 

25  D.  The  binary  signals  are  taken  in  the  buffer  memory  to  thereafter  generate  the  bar  code  data  in  the  manner 
described  previously. 

The  present  invention  is  applicable  not  only  to  a  photographic  printer,  but  also  to  a  frame  image 
inspection  apparatus  for  manually  determining  an  exposure  correction  amount.  It  will,  of  course,  be 
understood  that  various  changes  and  modifications  may  be  made  without  departing  from  the  scope  of  the 

30  present  invention,  which  generally  stated,  consists  in  the  matter  set  forth  in  the  accompanying  claims. 

Claims 

1.  An  apparatus  for  reading  a  DX  bar  code  (6)  recorded  on  one  side  portion  of  a  photographic  film  (2)  and 
35  a  frame  number  bar  code  (5)  recorded  on  the  other  side  portion,  the  DX  bar  code  (6)  consisting  of  a 

clock  track  and  a  data  track,  comprising: 
two  bar  code  sensor  units  (8,9)  having  substantially  the  same  structure  mounted  at  opposite  sides  of 
the  path  of  said  photographic  film  (2)  in  the  direction  of  the  film  width,  each  said  bar  code  sensor  unit 
(8,9)  being  provided  with  first  (13B.14B)  and  second  photosensor  arrays  (13A.14A)  which  are  disposed 

40  so  as  to  be  located  at  the  path  of  said  clock  track  and  said  data  track,  respectively,  along  a  line 
perpendicular  to  the  transportation  direction  of  said  photographic  film  (2), 
wherein  each  said  photosensor  array  (13A,13B,14A,14B)  is  composed  of  four  photosensors  disposed  at 
a  constant  pitch  in  the  direction  of  feeding  said  photographic  film  (2),  said  pitch  allowing  two  of  said 
four  photosensors  to  face  one  bar  of  said  DX  bar  code  (6)  a  the  same  time; 

45  the  apparatus  further  comprising  means  (110,114)  for  detecting  that  said  first  photosensor  array 
(13B.14B)  reads  a  bar  of  said  clock  track,  means  (116,117)  for  sampling  an  output  from  said  second 
photosensor  array  (13A.14A)  synchronously  with  reading  a  bar  by  said  first  photosensor  array,  and 
means  for  generating  said  bar  code  data  based  on  said  sampled  signal; 
further  comprising  means  for  automatically  discriminating  between  the  DX  bar  code  data  and  the  frame 

50  number  bar  code  data,  based  on  two  types  of  said  bar  code  data  read  out  with  said  two  bar  code 
sensors  (8,9),  and  obtaining  a  film  type  from  said  discriminated  DX  bar  code  data  and  a  frame  number 
from  said  frame  number  bar  code  data. 

2.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  1,  wherein  said  photosensor  array  is  fabricated  as  an  amorphous 
55  sensor  which  is  disposed  in  contact  with  said  photographic  film  (2)  to  read  a  bar  code  with  light 

transmitted  therethrough. 

12 
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3.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  1,  further  comprising: 
a  plurality  of  differential  amplifiers  (71a  to  71  e)  for  generating  a  difference  signal  between  the  output 
signals  from  adjacent  two  photosensors  of  each  of  said  photosensor  array; 
a  plurality  of  window  comparators  (76a  to  76e)  each  generating  a  first  signal  of  high  level  "H"  when  the 

5  output  signal  from  each  said  differential  amplifier  is  higher  than  a  first  reference  voltage,  and  a  second 
signal  of  low  "L"  when  the  output  signal  from  said  differential  amplifier  is  lower  than  a  second  reference 
voltage  which  is  lower  than  said  second  reference  voltage;  and 
means  for  generating  said  bar  code  date  by  sampling  said  first  and  second  signals  from  said  window 
comparators  when  any  one  of  said  first  and  second  signals  from  said  window  comparators  changes. 

10 
4.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  1,  further  comprising  means  for  judging  the  orientation  of  said 

photographic  film  at  a  film  carrier  based  on  said  read-out  two  types  of  said  bar  code  data,  and  means 
for  alarming  in  case  of  of  abnormal  orientation  with  respect  to  said  film  carrier. 

is  5.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  4,  wherein  said  orientation  of  said  photographic  film  (2)  includes  the 
film  direction  and  the  film  side. 

6.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  5,  further  comprising  means  for  designating  the  direction  of  said 
photographic  film  (2). 

20 
7.  An  apparatus  according  to  any  one  of  claims  1  ,  ,  and  3,  further  comprising  means  for  measuring  the 

feed  amount  of  the  read-out  frame  number  bar  code,  from  a  reference  position  which  is  the  mounting 
position  of  said  bar  code  sensor  unit,  means  for  obtaining  a  distance  to  the  center  of  a  film  mask  from 
the  read-out  frame  number  bar  code  or  associated  side-printed  frame  number,  based  on  said  measured 

25  feed  amount,  and  means  for  obtaining  the  number  of  frames  by  dividing  said  distance  by  the  pitch  of 
said  frame  number  bar  code  or  associated  side-printed  frame  number,  and  calculating  the  frame 
number  of  a  frame  set  at  said  film  mask,  based  on  said  number  of  frames  and  said  read-out  frame 
number. 

30  8.  An  apparatus  according  to  claim  7,  wherein  said  feed  amount  measuring  means  comprises  a 
perforation  sensor  (11)  for  detecting  a  perforation  of  said  photographic  film  (2),  a  first  counter  for 
counting  an  output  signal  from  said  perforation  sensor,  and  a  second  counter  for  counting  a  drive  pulse 
used  in  feeding  said  phtographic  film,  said  second  counter  being  reset  synchronously  with  each  count 
operation  by  said  first  counter,  whereby  said  feed  amount  of  said  read-out  frame  number  bar  code  is 

35  measured  based  on  the  number  of  perforations  and  the  number  of  drive  pulses. 

9.  An  apparatus  for  reading  at  least  one  kind  of  bar  code  recorded  on  one  side  portion  of  a  photographic 
film  (2),  the  bar  code  consisting  of  a  start  code  part,  an  end  code  part,  and  a  data  code  part  located 
between  the  start  and  end  code  parts,  said  apparatus  comprising: 

40  two  bar  code  sensor  units  (8,9)  having  substantially  the  same  structure  mounted  at  opposite  sides  of  a 
passage  of  said  photographic  film  (2),  each  said  bar  code  sensor  unit  (8,9)  being  provided  with  two 
photosensor  arrays  (13A,13B,14A,14B)  disposed  in  a  line  perpendicular  to  a  direction  in  which  said 
photographic  film  (2)  is  transported; 
wherein  each  said  photosensor  array  (13A,13B,14A,14B)  is  composed  of  four  photosensors  disposed  at 

45  a  constant  pitch  in  the  direction  of  feeding  said  photographic  film  (2),  said  pitch  allowing  two  of  said 
four  photosensors  to  face  one  bar  of  said  bar  code  (6)  at  the  same  time,  means  for  detecting  which  one 
of  said  two  bar  code  sensor  units  (8,9)  reads  a  bar  code  and  for  detecting  which  one  of  said  start  or 
end  code  parts  of  said  bar  code  is  read  by  said  one  of  said  two  bar  code  sensor  units,  thereby 
discriminating  how  said  photographic  film  (2)  is  loaded  in  a  carrier  (55);  and 

50  means  (99,101)  for  giving  a  warning  when  said  photographic  film  is  incorrectly  loaded  with  respect  to 
film  side  and/or  film  direction. 

Patentanspruche 

55  1.  Vorrichtung  zum  Lesen  eines  DX-Strichcodes  (6),  welcher  auf  einem  Seitenteil  eines  photographischen 
Filmes  (2)  aufgebracht  ist,  und  eines  Rahmennummerstrichcodes  (5),  welcher  auf  dem  anderen 
Seitenteil  aufgebracht  ist,  wobei  der  DX-Strichcode  (6)  aus  einer  Taktspur  und  einer  Datenspur  besteht, 
mit  zwei  Strichcodesensoreinheiten  (8,9),  welche  im  wesentlichen  die  gleiche  Struktur  haben  und  an 
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gegenuberliegenden  Seiten  des  Weges  des  photographischen  Filmes  (2)  in  Richtung  der  Filmbreite 
angeordnet  sind,  wobei  jede  Strichcodesensoreinheit  (8,9)  mit  ersten  (13B.14B)  und  zweiten  Photosen- 
sorbereichen  (13A.14A)  versehen  ist,  welche  so  angeordnet  sind,  dal3  sie  an  dem  Weg  der  Taktspur 
und  der  Datenspur  entlang  einer  Linie  senkrecht  zu  der  Transportrichtung  des  photographischen  Filmes 

5  (2)  entsprechend  angeordnet  sind,  wobei  jeder  der  Photosensorbereiche  (13A,13B,14A,  14B)  aus  vier 
Photosensoren  besteht,  welche  in  einem  konstanten  Abstand  in  Richtung  der  Zufuhrung  des  photogra- 
phischen  Films  (2)  angeordnet  sind,  wobei  der  Abstand  so  ist,  dal3  zwei  der  vier  Photosensoren  einem 
Strich  des  DX-Strichcodes  (6)  zur  gleichen  Zeit  gegenuberliegen,  und  wobei  die  Vorrichtung  weiterhin 
Mittel  (110,114)  zum  Nachweisen  enthalt,  dal3  der  erste  Photosensorbereich  (13B.14B)  einen  Strich  der 

io  Taktspur  liest,  und  weiterhin  Mittel  (116,117)  zum  Abtasten  einer  Ausgabe  von  dem  zweiten  Photosen- 
sorbereich  (13A.14A)  synchron  mit  dem  Lesen  eines  Striches  des  ersten  Photosensorbereichs  und 
Mittel  zur  Erzeugung  der  Strichcodedaten  auf  der  Grundlage  des  abgetasteten  Signals  enthalt,  und 
weiterhin  Mittel  zur  automatischen  Unterscheidung  zwischen  den  DX-Strichcodedaten  und  den  Rah- 
mennummernstrichcodedaten  auf  der  Grundlage  der  zwei  Arten  der  Strichcodedaten,  welche  mit  den 

is  zwei  Strichcodesensoren  (8,9)  abgelesen  werden,  enthalt,  und  wobei  ein  Filmtyp  von  den  diskriminier- 
ten  DX-Strichcodedaten  und  eine  Rahmennummer  von  den  Rahmennummerstrichcodedaten  erhalten 
wird. 

2.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3  der  Photosensorbereich  als  ein  amorp- 
20  her  Sensor  hergestellt  ist,  welcher  in  Kontakt  mit  dem  photographischen  Film  (2)  angeordnet  ist,  urn 

einen  Strichcode  mit  hindurchgehenden  Licht  zu  lesen. 

3.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  gekennzeichnet  durch  eine  Vielzahl  von  Differentialverstarkern  (71a- 
71  e)  zur  Erzeugung  eines  Differenzsignals  zwischen  den  Ausgabesignalen  von  zwei  naheliegenden 

25  Photosensoren  von  jedem  der  Photosensorbereiche, 
eine  Vielzahl  von  Fensterkomparatoren  (76a-76e),  wobei  jeder  ein  erstes  Signal  auf  hohem  Level  "H" 
erzeugt,  wenn  das  Ausgangssignal  von  jedem  der  Differentialverstarker  hoher  als  eine  erste  Referenz- 
spannung  ist,  und  ein  zweites  Signal  mit  niedrigem  Level  "L"  erzeugt,  wenn  das  Ausgangssignal  von 
dem  Differentialverstarker  niedriger  ist  als  eine  zweite  Referenzspannung,  welche  niedriger  ist  als  die 

30  erste  Referenzspannung  und 
Mittel  zur  Erzeugung  der  Strichcodedaten  durch  Abtasten  des  ersten  und  zweiten  Signals  von  den 
Fensterkomparatoren,  falls  sich  irgendeines  des  ersten  und  zweiten  Signals  von  dem  Fensterkompara- 
tor  andert. 

35  4.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  1,  gekennzeichnet  durch  Mittel  zum  Feststellen  der  Orientierung  des 
photographischen  Films  in  einem  Filmtrager  auf  der  Grundlage  der  zwei  Auslesearten  der  Strichcode- 
daten,  und  weiterhin  durch  Mittel  zum  Alamieren  im  Falle  einer  abnormalen  Orientierung  im  Hinblick  auf 
den  Filmtrager. 

40  5.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  4,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3  die  Orientierung  des  photographischen 
Films  (2)  die  Filmrichtung  und  die  Filmseite  beeinhaltet. 

6.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  5,  gekennezeichnet  durch  Mittel  zum  Bestimmen  der  Richtung  des 
photographischen  Films  (2). 

45 
7.  Vorrichtung  nach  wenigstens  einem  der  Anspruche  1  und  3,  gekennzeichnet  durch  Mittel  zum 

Messen  der  ZufuhrgroBe  des  Ausleserahmennummerstrichcodes  von  einer  Referenzposition,  welche 
die  Befestigungsposition  der  Strichcodesensoreinheit  ist,  Mittel  zum  Erhalten  einer  Entfernung  zu  dem 
Zentrum  einer  Filmmaske  von  dem  Ausleserahmennummerstrichcode  oder  der  dazugehorigen  auf  der 

50  Seite  aufgedruckten  Rahmennummer  auf  der  Grundlage  der  gemessenen  ZufuhrgroBe,  und  Mittel  zum 
Erhalten  der  Rahmennummern  durch  Dividieren  der  Entfernung  durch  den  Abstand  der  Rahmennum- 
merstrichcodes  oder  der  dazugehorigen  auf  der  Seite  aufgedruckten  Rahmennummer  und  durch 
Berechnen  der  Rahmennummer  eines  Rahmens  bei  dieser  Filmmaske  auf  der  Grundlage  der  Rahmen- 
nummern  und  der  Ausleserahmennummer. 

55 
8.  Vorrichtung  nach  Anspruch  7,  dadurch  gekennzeichnet,  dal3  die  Mittel  zum  Messen  der  ZufuhrgroBe 

einen  Perforationssensor  11  zum  Nachweis  einer  Perphoration  des  photographischen  Films  (2)  enthal- 
ten,  und  weiterhin  einen  ersten  Zahler  zum  Zahlen  eines  Ausgabesignals  von  dem  Perforationssensor 
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und  einen  zweiten  Zahler  eines  Antriebspulses,  welcher  fur  die  Zufuhrung  des  photographischen  Films 
verwendet  wird,  wobei  der  zweite  Zahler  synchron  mit  jeder  Zahloperation  durch  den  ersten  Zahler 
zuruckgesetzt  wird,  und  wobei  die  ZufuhrgroBe  des  Ausleserahmennummerstrichcodes  auf  der  Grund- 
lage  der  Anzahl  der  Perforationen  und  der  Anzahl  der  Antriebspulse  gemessen  wird. 

5 
9.  Vorrichtung  zum  Lesen  wenigstens  einer  Art  von  Strichcodes,  welcher  auf  einem  Seitenteil  eines 

photographischen  Films  (2)  aufgezeichnet  sind,  wobei  der  Strichcode  aus  einem  Startcodeteil,  einem 
Endcodeteil  und  einem  Datencodeteil,  welcher  zwischen  dem  Startcodeteil  und  dem  Endcodeteil 
angeordnet  ist,  besteht,  mit 

io  zwei  Strichcodesensoreinheiten  (8,9),  welche  im  wesentlichen  die  gleiche  Struktur  haben  und  an 
gegenuberliegenden  Seiten  eines  Weges  des  photographischen  Films  (2)  angeordnet  sind,  wobei  jede 
der  Strichcodesensoreinheiten  (8,9)  mit  zwei  Photosensorbereichen  (13A,13B,14A,14B)  versehen  ist, 
welche  in  einer  Linie  senkrecht  zu  einer  Richtung,  in  welcher  der  photographische  Film  (2)  transportiert 
wird,  angeordnet  sind,  wobei  jeder  der  Photosensorbereiche  (13A,13B,14A,14B)  aus  vier  Photosensoren 

is  besteht,  welche  in  einem  konstanten  Abstand  in  Richtung  der  Zufuhrung  des  photographischen  Films 
(2)  angeordnet  sind,  und  wobei  der  Abstand  so  ist,  dal3  zwei  der  vier  Photosenoren  einem  Strich  des 
Strichcodes  (6)  zur  gleichen  Zeit  gegenuberliegen,  und  weiterhin  mit  Mitteln  zum  Nachweisen,  welche 
der  beiden  Strichcodesensoreinheiten  (8,9)  einen  Strichcode  liest  und  zum  Nachweisen,  welche  der 
Start-  oder  Endcodeteile  des  Strichcodes  von  einem  der  zwei  Strichcodesensoreinheiten  gelesen  wird, 

20  wobei  festgestellt  wird,  wie  der  photographische  Film  (2)  in  einen  Trager  (55)  eingelegt  ist,  und 
weiterhin  mit  Mitteln  (99,101)  zur  Warnung,  wenn  der  photographische  Film  im  Hinblick  auf  die 
Filmseite  und/oder  die  Filmrichtung  falsch  eingelegt  ist. 

Revendicatlons 
25 

1.  Appareil  de  lecture  d'un  code  a  barres  DX  (6)  enregistre  sur  une  partie  laterale  d'un  film  photographi- 
que  (2)  et  d'un  code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme  (5)  enregistre  sur  I'autre  partie  laterale,  le 
code  a  barres  DX  (6)  etant  constitue  par  une  piste  d'horloge  et  par  une  piste  de  donnees,  comprenant  : 

deux  unites  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9),  presentant  sensiblement  la  meme  structure, 
30  montees  au  niveau  des  cotes  opposes  de  la  voie  dudit  film  photographique  (2)  suivant  le  sens  de  la 

largeur  du  film,  chaque  dite  unite  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9)  etant  munie  de  premier  (13B, 
14B)  et  second  (13A,  14A)  reseaux  de  photodetecteurs  qui  sont  respectivement  disposes  de  maniere  a 
etre  places  au  niveau  de  la  voie  de  ladite  piste  d'horloge  et  de  ladite  piste  de  donnees,  suivant  une 
ligne  perpendiculaire  a  la  direction  de  defilement  dudit  film  photographique  (2),  chaque  dit  reseau  de 

35  photodetecteurs  (13A,  13B,  14A,  14B)  etant  constitue  par  quatre  photodetecteurs  disposes  selon  un  pas 
constant  suivant  la  direction  d'alimentation  dudit  film  photographique  (2),  ledit  pas  permettant  a  deux 
desdits  quatre  photodetecteurs  de  faire  face  a  une  seule  barre  dudit  code  a  barres  DX  (6)  en  meme 
temps,  I'appareil  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  (110,  114)  pour  detecter  que  ledit  premier  reseau  de 
photodetecteurs  (13B,  14B)  lit  une  barre  de  ladite  piste  d'horloge,  un  moyen  (116,  117)  pour 

40  echantillonner  une  sortie  en  provenance  dudit  second  reseau  de  photodetecteurs  (13A,  14A)  de  fagon 
synchrone  avec  la  lecture  d'une  barre  par  ledit  premier  reseau  de  photodetecteurs  et  un  moyen  pour 
generer  lesdites  donnees  de  code  a  barres  sur  la  base  dudit  signal  echantillonne,  comprenant  en  outre 
un  moyen  pour  effectuer  automatiquement  une  discrimination  entre  les  donnees  de  code  a  barres  DX 
et  les  donnees  de  code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme  sur  la  base  des  deux  types  desdites 

45  donnees  de  code  a  barres  lues  a  I'aide  desdits  deux  detecteurs  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9),  et  pour  obtenir 
un  type  de  film  a  partir  desdites  donnees  de  code  a  barres  DX  et  d'un  numero  de  photogramme 
discrimines,  lequel  est  issu  desdites  donnees  de  code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme. 

2.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  dans  lequel  ledit  reseau  de  photodetecteurs  est  fabrique  en  tant  que 
50  detecteur  amorphe  qui  est  dispose  de  maniere  a  etre  en  contact  avec  ledit  film  photographique  (2)  afin 

de  lire  un  code  a  barres  a  I'aide  d'une  lumiere  transmise  au  travers. 

3.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  comprenant  en  outre  : 
une  pluralite  d'amplificateurs  differentes  (71a  a  71  e)  pour  generer  un  signal  de  difference  entre  les 

55  signaux  de  sortie  en  provenance  de  deux  photodetecteurs  adjacents  de  chacun  desdits  reseaux  de 
photodetecteurs  ; 

une  pluralite  de  comparateurs  a  fenetre  (76a  a  76e)  dont  chacun  genere  un  premier  signal  de 
niveau  haut  "H"  lorsque  le  signal  de  sortie  en  provenance  dudit  amplificateur  differentiel  est  superieur 
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a  une  premiere  tension  de  reference  et  un  second  signal  de  niveau  bas  "L"  lorsque  le  signal  de  sortie 
en  provenance  dudit  amplificateur  differentiel  est  inferieur  a  une  seconde  tension  de  reference  qui  est 
inferieure  a  ladite  premiere  tension  de  reference  ;  et 

un  moyen  pour  generer  lesdites  donnees  de  code  a  barres  en  echantillonnant  lesdits  premier  et 
5  second  signaux  en  provenance  desdits  comparateurs  a  fenetre  lorsque  I'un  quelconque  desdits  premier 

et  second  signaux  en  provenance  desdits  comparateurs  a  fenetre  varie. 

4.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  pour  apprecier  I'orientation  dudit  film 
photographique  au  niveau  d'un  support  de  film  sur  la  base  desdits  deux  types  lus  desdites  donnees  de 

io  code  a  barres  et  un  moyen  pour  emettre  une  alarme  dans  le  cas  d'une  orientation  anormale  par  rapport 
audit  support  de  film. 

5.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  4,  dans  lequel  ladite  orientation  dudit  film  photographique  (2)  inclut  la 
direction  du  film  et  le  cote  du  film. 

15 
6.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  5,  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  pour  designer  la  direction  dudit  film 

photographique  (2). 

7.  Appareil  selon  I'une  quelconque  des  revendications  1  et  3,  comprenant  en  outre  un  moyen  pour 
20  mesurer  la  valeur  d'alimentation  du  code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme  lu  a  partir  d'une 

position  de  reference  qui  est  la  position  de  montage  de  ladite  unite  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres,  un 
moyen  pour  obtenir  une  distance  par  rapport  au  centre  d'un  masque  de  film  a  partir  du  code  a  barres 
de  numero  de  photogramme  lu  ou  du  numero  de  photogramme  imprime  lateralement  associe,  sur  la 
base  de  ladite  valeur  d'alimentation  mesuree,  et  un  moyen  pour  obtenir  le  nombre  de  photogrammes 

25  en  divisant  ladite  distance  par  le  pas  dudit  code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme  ou  du  numero 
de  photogramme  imprime  lateralement  associe  et  pour  calculer  le  numero  de  photogramme  d'un 
photogramme  etabli  au  niveau  dudit  masque  de  film,  sur  la  base  dudit  nombre  de  photogrammes  et 
dudit  numero  de  photogramme  lu. 

30  8.  Appareil  selon  la  revendication  7,  dans  lequel  ledit  moyen  de  mesure  de  valeur  d'alimentation 
comprend  un  detecteur  de  perforation  (11)  pour  detecter  une  perforation  dudit  film  photographique  (2), 
un  premier  compteur  pour  compter  un  signal  de  sortie  en  provenance  dudit  detecteur  de  perforation  et 
un  second  compteur  pour  compter  une  impulsion  de  commande  utilisee  lors  de  I'alimentation  dudit  film 
photographique,  ledit  second  compteur  etant  remis  a  I'etat  initial  en  synchronisation  avec  chaque 

35  operation  de  comptage  effectuee  par  ledit  premier  compteur  et  ainsi,  ladite  valeur  d'alimentation  dudit 
code  a  barres  de  numero  de  photogramme  lu  est  mesuree  sur  la  base  du  de  perforations  et  du 
d'impulsions  de  commande. 

9.  Appareil  de  lecture  d'au  moins  un  type  de  code  a  barres  enregistre  sur  une  partie  laterale  d'un  film 
40  photographique  (2),  le  code  a  barres  etant  constitue  par  une  partie  de  code  de  debut,  par  une  partie  de 

code  de  fin  et  par  une  partie  de  code  de  donnees  situee  entre  les  parties  de  code  de  debut  et  de  fin, 
ledit  appareil  comprenant  : 

deux  unites  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9)  presentant  sensiblement  la  meme  structure  qui 
sont  montees  au  niveau  des  cotes  opposes  d'un  passage  dudit  film  photographique  (2),  chaque  dite 

45  unite  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9)  etant  munie  de  deux  reseaux  de  photodetecteurs  (13A,  13B, 
14A,  14B)  disposes  selon  une  ligne  perpendiculaire  a  une  direction  suivant  laquelle  ledit  film  photogra- 
phique  (2)  est  defile, 

dans  lequel  chaque  dit  reseau  de  photodetecteurs  (13A,  13B,  14A,  14B)  est  constitue  par  quatre 
photodetecteurs  disposes  selon  un  pas  constant  suivant  la  direction  d'alimentation  dudit  film  photogra- 

50  phique  (2),  ledit  pas  permettant  a  deux  desdits  quatre  photodetecteurs  de  faire  face  a  une  seule  barre 
dudit  code  a  barres  (6)  en  meme  temps  ; 

un  moyen  pour  detecter  laquelle  desdites  deux  unites  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  (8,  9)  lit  un 
code  a  barres  et  pour  detecter  laquelle  desdites  parties  de  code  de  debut  et  de  fin  dudit  code  a  barres 
est  lue  par  ladite  consideree  desdites  unites  de  detecteur  de  code  a  barres  pour  ainsi  discriminer 

55  comment  ledit  film  photographique  (2)  est  charge  dans  un  support  (55)  ;  et 
un  moyen  (99,  101)  pour  produire  un  avertissement  lorsque  ledit  film  photographique  est  incorrec- 

tement  charge  en  ce  qui  concerne  un  cote  de  film  et/ou  une  direction  de  film. 
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